California Assembly Bill to Outlaw Freedom of Religion & Speech
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Blessings to you & yours.
This is an urgent communication to you, respectfully requesting your immediate engagement &
action.
A moment you might never have imagined, has now arrived.
Your 1st Amendment Rights to Freedom of Religion, Speech & other Rights are now directly
threatened by California Assembly Bill "AB 2943" and its companion, Senate Bill "SB 1424".
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) states,
"At its core AB 2943 outlaws speech - whether offered by a licensed counselor - a
best selling author or even a minister or religious leader."
AB 2943 outlaws a specific message for censorship,
Telling an adult they can seek help with same sex attraction or gender confusion.
The breadth of censorship is staggering.
According to ADF, under AB 2943,
- A licensed counselor cannot help a mother attracted to another female or with confusion
over her gender, overcome those feelings.
- A ministry cannot have a conference to encourage avoidance of homosexual behavior.
- A bookstore (including online) cannot sell books challenging gender ideology
or advocating rejection of it. This includes the Bible.
- A Pastor, paid to speak, cannot encourage people to prevail over same sex desires
or feelings they were born the wrong sex.
See the full ADF document here,
http://files.constantcontact.com/ef34b463001/72e541d6-3842-4f64-a0cb-da86b9ae0fc6.pdf

The Golden State Coalition urges your prompt action Pastor to mobilize your Congregation
against AB 2943. This Onerous bill has already passed the Assembly in a 50-18 vote.
Please give this message the widest possible dissemination among your colleagues Pastor requesting their mobilization against this Bill.
The Conservative, Christian, Constitutional Candidates of the Golden State Coalition need your
Congregation's Votes to take office & overturn legislation like AB 2943 in the future.
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Thank you for your leadership in our Lord Pastor.
Very Respectfully,
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